
The Basics to Evaporation

When thinking of evaporation, one thinks of the water cycle. But, it turns out there is

much more to evaporation than one thinks. If it was not for evaporation much of what is here

today would not exist.Evaporation is a very important process, it helps us cool off, keep dry, and

have a continuing supply of water.To better understand evaporation one must learn of the topic

itself, its terms and definitions, the historical context, and of a scientist who studied said topic.

TOPIC DEFINITION

First, a simple explanation must be provided for evaporation.To dumb it down, evaporation is

when a liquid “evaporates” or turns into a gas (“Evaporation.” National Geographic). More

Specifically, the sun, or another heat source, makes the liquid molecules move more, and it

eventually turns into a gas, which molecules move very fast (“Evaporation.” National

Geographic). In water’s case, once it cools down, it collects into clouds. Then, it grows heavier

until it rains (“Evaporation.” National Geographic). Once evaporation is explained it becomes

simpler to understand, but there is still much more information that must be defined.

TERMS AND DEFINITIONS

An important part of understanding evaporation is knowing the basic terms and definitions. The

most important definition to know is evaporation, which is the “change from a liquid to a vapor”

(“Evaporation.” Merriam-Webster.com Dictionary). When experimenting with evaporation,

thermometers come in handy. A thermometer is “an instrument for determining temperature”

(“Thermometer.”).  According to the Merriam-Webster dictionary, water vapor is “water in a

vaporous form especially when below boiling temperature and diffused (as in the atmosphere)

(“Water Vapor.”). Next, a gas is “a fluid that has neither independent shape nor volume but tends



to expand indefinitely” (“Gas.”). A liquid is “having the properties of a liquid: being neither solid

nor gaseous” (“Liquid.”). In any case of learning about a topic you must learn basic definitions.

Next step is actual knowledge of when evaporation was found and most places measure it.

HISTORICAL CONTEXT

The history of evaporation and a classic way of measuring it can reveal much about itself.

Evaporation was discovered by Nils Walleris in 1739 but now we have a very simple invention to

measure and study evaporation (“Nils Wallerius.”). A way to measure evaporation, which is used

by The National Weather Service, is a standardized “pan’’ that is left outdoors (“Evaporation.”

Wikipedia: The Free Encyclopedia). The pan actually measures the effect many climate elements

have on evaporation (“Pan Evaporation”). Pan evaporation is important because it tells farmers

and ranchers how much water is required for crops on hot days (“Pan Evaporation”). Evaporation

is an essential part to many everyday things such as drying clothes and also in evaporative coolers

(“Evaporation.” Wikipedia: The Free Encyclopedia). History is a classic way of getting to know

any topic better.

KEY SCIENTIST

The Swedish physicist, philosopher, and theologian Nils Wallerius was very important in the role

of discovering knowledge of evaporation (“Nils Wallerius.”). Nils Wallerius was born on the 1st

of January, 1706, and died on the 16th of August, 1764,  (“Nils Wallerius.”). Mr. Wallerius

studied evaporation by waiting for different types of liquids to evaporate and documenting the

facts  (“Nils Wallerius.”). The impact Nils Wallerius made was that it helped people to know how

to stop and cause evaporation, mostly for the industry area  (“Nils Wallerius.”). Without Nils

Wallerius our knowledge of evaporation would be much more limited.

CONCLUSION



Evaporation is a wonderful process and is easier to understand when looking at it’s topic itself,

terms and definitions, historical context, and a scientist who studied evaporation. Evaporation is

when a liquid turns into a gas(“Evaporation.”National Geographic). In terms and definitions I

would say one of the more important definitions is liquid, “having the properties of a liquid; being

neither solid nor gaseous” (“Liquid.”). The historical context , an important invention called the

“pan” is very important, the pan measures the amount of evaporation that happened (“Pan

Evaporation.”). Nils Wallerius was key to the discovery of evaporation, he actually discovered

evaporation himself 1739 (“Nils Wallerius.”). With the information mentioned previously, the

following hypothesis has been determined: if the viscosity of a liquid is higher, it will take longer

to evaporate. This hypothesis is the basis for the upcoming experiment.
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